


Agnes Lau



Agnes Lau
-b 1990, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/agnes-lau/

I delved into my art practice which involved the discovery and exploration of the details of everyday 
life, with 'essence of living' being the foundation of my studio practice. The ordinary yet ignored 
objects or activities from daily life play a role in my study and I try to stimulate reflections through art 
making processes. And by projecting the subject matter I am studying through various materials, it 
enabled me to create multiple forms of unique visual language for my work.

My work lies between systematic and non-systematic processes produced within a determined time 
and space. Incorporating both the conscious and unconscious mind, I allow various forms to take place 
in her work, juggling between drawing, painting and printmaking on different materials, like paper, 
canvas, ceramic and daily found objects.

'We blindly repeat our daily life, and doing this for a prolonged time may lead to a subconscious act, 
like the brain works by itself without us noticing that its working', this is the inspiration to the study of 
the works in 'Line and plane' series, which shared the idea of how repetition could creep in automation 
and while continuously doing meaningless things for a prolonged time, the process determines and its 
value is interpreted. 

https://taksu.com/agnes-lau/


Soul that repeats  III
Pencil on acid free paper 

80 x 80  cm 
2022

Line and plane I 
Mixed media on MDF board 

122 x 76.2 cm
2021 



Line and plane III
Mixed media on MDF board 

91.5 x 91.5  cm 
2021

Line and plane II 
Mixed media on MDF board 

91.5 x 91.5 cm
2021 



Line and plane IV
Mixed media on MDF board 

91.5 x 91.5 cm
2021 

Line and plane VIII 
Mixed media on MDF board 

91.5 x 91.5 cm
2021 



Aqil Zulkeri



Aqil Zulkeri
-b 1996, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/aqil-zulkeri/

His artwork mainly involve and revolve around self-love subject, with the nature surround him as 
currently works as an art teacher. From his point of view in the classroom, he noticed that his 
students are fond of playing with colours and papers without any doubt leaving the mark-making, 
line and unique shapes. He reminisce the aesthetic process when he was a kid as he always got 
excited whenever he draw on a blank paper as there’s no boundaries and the thought of making 
mistakes by connecting shapes and lines. He likes to explore and express his voice with multiple 
and various medium. He chooses to let go his own fear and expectation while working with the 
fluid medium to allow his painting evolve based on his heart calling, vision and play-including all 
the mess and happy accident.

Aqil respond and illustrate towards the experience from the residents and the activity of 
deforestation occurred at the area where he grew up during childhood. It has caused lots of 
changes towards the existing form of the nature. As the form of the nature substitute, it also has 
affected their emotional memories from the incidents itself as well as how it has impacted their 
daily lives and the landscape of the surrounding area. This has led and influenced Aqil a lot during 
the artistic process. The intimate of gathering story enable him to form a deeper connection with 
his native land and the process with his current artwork.

https://taksu.com/aqil-zulkeri/


Absent Mind I
Mixed media on canvas

60x60cm
2022

Absent Mind II
Mixed media on canvas

60x60cm
2022



Instinctual I
Mixed media on canvas

60x60cm
2022

Instinctual II
Mixed media on canvas

60x60cm
2022



Atiqah Khairul Anuar



Atiqah Khairul Anuar
-b 1995, Malaysia

Atiqah’s paintings plays with mundane subjects that is found around her home and studio space. 

These subjects are painted in a realistic technique in order to beguile audience into believing the 

subject are tangible. Even though her paintings are seen realistic, she would sometimes leaves out 

brush marks as making a statement that it is still a painting. Playing around perfect imperfections 

and reality and illusion. 



Mencari Yang Benar
Oil on Canvas
91.5 x 76.5 cm

2022

Old Habit Die Heart
Oil on Canvas
61.5 x 61.5 cm

2022



Atsuko Yamagata



Atsuko Yamagata
-b 1982, Hokkaido, Japan

https://taksu.com/atsuko-yamagata/

One Eight Millionth 6.1.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 6.14.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

https://taksu.com/atsuko-yamagata/


One Eight Millionth 6.20.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 6.21.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



One Eight Millionth 6.23.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 6.24.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



One Eight Millionth 6.30.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 7.7.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



One Eight Millionth 7.8.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 7.10.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



One Eight Millionth 7.13.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 7.14.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



One Eight Millionth 7.27.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022

One Eight Millionth 7.15.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



One Eight Millionth 8.1.2022
acrylic, glue, ink and pencil on paper

20 x 15 cm
2022



Dani Omar



Dani Omar
-b 1996, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/dani-omar/

In his exploration of identity, Dani Omar uses influences derived from Malaysia’s cultural heritage. 
Culture has always been a major element that keeps him rooted despite the changes of modern 
times. 

The artist regularly depicts the dichotomy of who we are VS how we present ourselves to the 
world. His main artistic concern in recent years  focuses on the fragility of identity within the 
context of childhood, the effects of external influences, and how they both correlate and form 
children to adults as they age. 

His work forms an emotional memoir narrating and bringing physical form to the internal images 
constructed by the traditional fabric Songket that he had received from his mother over the years.
 
He creates realistic images incorporating intentional folded structures and motives from the 
Songket fabric to form narratives. In this body of art, it is more limited in palette to highlight the 
stories within the paintings and room for spectators to ponder and perceive.
 
The resulting work will hopefully resonate with spectators who share a similar internal landscape 
while challenging those whose life journey has been different.

https://taksu.com/dani-omar/


Berkat I
Oil on Canvas
122 x 122 cm

2022
SOLD



Berkat II
Oil on Canvas
122 x 122 cm

2022

Berkat III
Oil on Canvas
122 x 122 cm

2022



Deborah Loh



Deborah Loh
-b. Singapore

https://taksu.com/dani-omar/

Deborah uses art as an escape which can be seen through her series of works. It depicts the midlife 
crisis, holding to the idealism of youth — which she finds as a privilege

https://taksu.com/dani-omar/


And All I Ever Knew, Only Youth - 1
Acrylic on Canvas

105 x 75 cm
2021



And All I Ever Knew, Only Youth - 3
Acrylic on Canvas

105 x 75 cm
2021

And All I Ever Knew, Only Youth - 2
Acrylic on Canvas

105 x 75 cm
2021



Fauzul Yusri



Fauzulyusri
-b 1974, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/fauzulyusri/

Stone: have unique colour, form and texture by itself; when light acts upon it, the stone casts a lot of 
interesting colour and structure from: interior and exterior.

This Batu series, i experimented on capturing the brilliant characteristics of colours and texture of stone 
using wet technique on textured surface  with the application of green, black, orange, and dark umber 
tones: to reimagine the stone’s form and structure. 

For me; Batu helps me to explore new perspective in the sense of composition, background layers, and 
how the mood affects upon the reconstruction of still life.

Fauzulyusri
2022

https://taksu.com/fauzulyusri/


Batu 5 
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 61 cm
2022

Batu 4
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 61 cm 
2022



Batu 6 
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 61 cm
2022

Batu 7
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 61 cm 
2022



Batu 8
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 61 cm 
2022

Batu 9
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 61 cm 
2022



Batu 10
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 91 cm 
2022

Batu 11
Mixed Media on Canvas

61 x 91 cm 
2022



Dimensional 3
Mixed Media on Canvas

150 x 85 cm
2022

Dimensional 4
Mixed Media on Canvas

150 x 85 cm
2022



Fazrin Abdul Rahman



Fazrin Abd Rahman
-b 1989, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/fazrin-abd-rahman/

Restructure 1
Spray paint on aluminium strips

61 x 61 cm

2022 

Restructure 2
Spray paint on aluminium strips

61 x 61 cm
2022 

https://taksu.com/fazrin-abd-rahman/


Restructure 5
Spray paint on aluminium strips

61 x 61 cm
2022 

Restructure 3
Spray paint on aluminium strips

61 x 61 cm
2022 



Fendy Zakri



Fendy Zakri
-b 1982, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/fendy-zakri/

”Moonlight fragment” 

“I'm so small, I can't barely be seen,
How can this great love be inside me?
Look at your eyes, they are so small
But they see enormous things.
How shall I help the world?
By understand it .
And how shall I understand it?
By turning away from it.
How then shall I serve humanity?
By understanding yourself.”
- Rumi

I started to discover and observed the moon and sun routine activities a long time ago. When the sun took over the 
moon place, there'll be a tremendous situation happen. Colors are shaping in space, the hue of colors are so amazing, 
blue, red, yellow, purple are waiting in time to expose and explore. The wind blow calmly, the skies are so nice relaxing, 
but that's all what I witnessed from down here. I tried to imagine how does it look up there? How does the hue of colors 
create and transformed from one into another? What are the materials have been used to make that amazing moment? 
For sure there are no acrylic and oil colors up there and there are no artists working up there? The more I discovered, the 
more I feel small. The more I observed, the nothingness I feel in myself. 
This is my 10 years anniversary as a full-time (people, I) so-called ”artist” and after 10 years I devoted myself in art. 
Nothing special in my journey but to get a space to understand myself, I'm just a normal human being and I'm just a 
”artistic visualizer with minimal approach”.

https://taksu.com/fendy-zakri/


Moon Space 1
Acrylic on Canvas

122 x 91.5 cm
2022



Moon Space 2
Acrylic on Canvas

122 x 91.5 cm
2022

Moon Space 3
Acrylic on Canvas

122 x 91.5 cm
2022



Gan Tee Sheng



Gan Tee Sheng
-b 1984, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/gan-tee-sheng/

Interested in human emotions, the artist pays particular attention to the repressed feelings that run 
deep underneath our innermost thoughts. The element of surrealism is rife in his works, and his art is 
inspired by mankind’s desires, where intuition, illusion, and the subconscious mind are turned into 
symbolic icons to question how people handle and struggle with their own thought. 
Human figures are the core subject matter in Tee Sheng’s paintings, and they are often integrated with 
interior spaces, utilitarian forms, and peculiar objects. All his works explore the internal world that is 
the human mind, so as to disclose the intimate relationship between humans and their objects of 
desire.

https://taksu.com/gan-tee-sheng/


8-11-2022 pm8:30
Oil on Paper
29.5 x 21 cm

2022



7-11-2022 pm2:15
Oil on Paper
29.5 x 21 cm

2022

7-11-2022 pm3:13
Oil on Paper
29.5 x 21 cm

2022



Gharib



Gharib
-b. Malaysia

Zul Fadzly’s practice is invested in continuing vernacular & traditional building methods, bridging it 
forward to current times. His sculpture, ‘Bunga Tanggam’ ('Tanggam' Flower), is a piece born out of the 
need to preserve salvaged timber and traditional joinery techniques, known as ‘Tanggam’. Zul Fadzly 
seeks to find traces of past methods used and applies them in the exploration within his practice 
stemming from his experience restoring Malay traditional timber houses. 

Bunga Tanggam is part preservation & part memoir as the reclaimed timber window frames hold a 
sentimental value for the artist. Zul Fadzly salvaged the Nyatoh hardwood material from his father's 
dilapidated shop lot, undergoing refurbishment. An old shop lot that has remained unchanged since the 
90s was neither extraordinary nor historically significant, which he holds dear as a fragment of his 
memory of growing up visiting the place. Making use of the weathered timber material as a 
reflection of the passing of time. Bunga Tanggam’s motive takes its cue from ventilation panels or 
‘Lubang Angin’ that was a common sight in Malay traditional houses. Being both a functional and a 
decorative feature, the ‘Lubang Angin’ often mimics natural vegetation, which the artist further 
abstracted for Bunga Tanggam. 

Bunga Tanggam seeks to preserve and transform these forgotten materials & methods into newfound 
objects. Giving new meaning and life to an age-old craft, prolonging traditional Malay construction and 
culture.



‘Tanggam’ is the main method of timber joinery system adopted in the Nusantara in the construction of 
traditional buildings, boats, furniture and utilitarian objects. This traditional system is believed to have 
been used hundreds of years before the introduction of masonry and steel to the Nusantara.                  

It is applied by connecting two or more small components of the main frame of a building/object. Nails, 
bolts and nuts except ‘pemeting’ (timber dowel) are not used in this system. Parts of a building/object 
can be disassembled for relocation and subsequently reassembled.

Today, only a few ‘tukang’ are practising the method which involves a tedious process requiring skilled 
carpentry work and deep knowledge of the material used. The situation is exacerbated by the scarcity of 
certain timber species in the market, higher prices and poor quality of material.

Currently, there is no development or initiative undertaken by neither the government agency nor the 
private sector to preserve ‘tanggam’.



Bunga Tanggam
Nyatoh Wood & Acrylic Mirror Finished

93 x 63.5 cm
2022



Hannah Nazamil



Hannah Nazamil
-b 1995, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/hannah-nazamil/

These biomorphic images are not an attempt to represent any life form or natural objects. It is what they mean and 
the story they hold that interests me more than just the surface. I incline towards exhibiting the quality of living 
things, the property itself. What better way to do this than exploring and understanding the temperament of the 
material? 
I believe materials have their own intelligence. They are capable of telling us what they can and cannot be but like 
any conversation, one must instigate it through questions, curiosity and time spent together. The life of material is 
to me, the form that embodies the work and the content lies within the process. 

These materials have its own spirituality as well. As much as we think we control it, it controls us as too. It ‘controls’ 
in terms of my stance, making me bend and kneel, sit and wait as well as observe and listen. I guess being in an 
Asian household the floor was always a space of play, even a room for prayer. Never has a work been in a more 
intimate setting then the spaces between my palms, as close as skin. The very fibre of the surface and its friction 
between pigments and the areas left dry, untouched. 

The works are constructed in ways that move from the surface of the floor and up to the walls. They start with a 
clear body of water and stained with pigments that reveal its character. The forms are a result of the interaction 
between dye, water, air and time. How they deflect, reject and accept these materials are a result of the many trials 
and errors. 
Some are arranged, some more layered and sporadic as it is the forms and how they behave which allows me to put 
together a mass of its own. To exhibit their transparency, their body as well as its mass in numbers. These forms 
although organic and each one different are made like a pattern, with repetition and executed in many, like a 
routine of the everyday yet a different outcome every time, proving its characters and how they are similar yet 
different. It is a personal and intimate moment between me and my mediums manifested in the language of 
making. The aesthetic of method rather than aesthetic of style. 

https://taksu.com/hannah-nazamil/


Just a Little
Dye on Canvas

61 x 61 cm
2022



Soft Close
Dye on Canvas
91.5 x 91.5 cm

2022

Hush Waves
Dye on Canvas
91.5 x 91.5 cm

2022



Ho Mei Kei



Ho Mei Kei
-b 1993, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/ho-mei-kei/

What Do Wee Need Now 1
Oil on Canvas
23.5 x 33 cm

2021

https://taksu.com/ho-mei-kei/


What Do Wee Need Now 2
Oil on Canvas
23.5 x 33 cm

2021

What Do Wee Need Now 3
Oil on Canvas
23.5 x 33 cm

2021



Justin Lim



Justin Lim
-b 1990, Singapore

https://taksu.com/justin-lim/

Justin Lim’s interest lies in the notion of displacement and transition between spaces and territories 
that separate ideas of origins.
His current practice stems partly from the perceptual and subtly evolves beyond process and creation. 
He seeks to investigate the intrinsic relationship a painting has to space as it evokes numerous 
transformative possibilities.
The play between multiple facets of the painting includes the architecture and surface of the paintings 
transitory state. The elusive quality of textures and forms not only act as layers and gestures but a 
seemingly displaced sense of tension against the skeleton of the frame itself – resulting in a liminal 
state.

https://taksu.com/justin-lim/


Untitled (Reverie) 1
Mixed Media on Frosted Mylar

42 x 29 cm
2017-2018

Untitled (Reverie) 6
Mixed Media on Frosted Mylar

42 x 29 cm
2017-2018



Untitled (Reverie) 8
Mixed Media on Frosted Mylar

42 x 29 cm
2017-2018

Untitled (Reverie) 12
Mixed Media on Frosted Mylar

42 x 29 cm
2017-2018



Untitled (Reverie) 16
Mixed Media on Frosted Mylar

42 x 29 cm
2017-2018

Untitled (Reverie) 17
Mixed Media on Frosted Mylar

42 x 29 cm
2017-2018



Khairi Shamsudin



Khairi Shamsudin
-b 1988, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/khairi-shamsudin/

Khairi experiments with several different techniques and utilizes various materials to achieve his 
desired effect. He enjoys working with industrial paints and materials. Combining monochrome colors 
with pastel colors; abstract, energy, texture and mistiness are in his works. His spirituality impacts (and 
is) his art and he wishes to translate his connection to this internal energy onto every canvas by telling 
a story, extending it to space, color, and shape. Every form is a manifestation of his deep- rooted 
spirituality and emotion. 

I am interested in the quirky links that exist between objects, the compression of time and distance, 
the catastrophic and disaster of our universe, and the natural and cosmic processes that occur within 
it. A catalytic visual collection that reveals the tenuous connection between man, technology and 
nature through generation of a contradiction. My body of works is produced an environmentally 
conscious manner, and I am continually working toward a practice that is completely sustainable. 

https://taksu.com/khairi-shamsudin/


Choke The River I
Resin, Cement on Canvas

33 x 24 cm
2022



Choke The River II
Resin, Cement on Canvas

33 x 24 cm
2022

Choke The River III
Resin, Cement on Canvas

33 x 24 cm
2022



Loqman Zainal



Loqman Zainal
-b 1995, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/loqman-zainal/

Loqman Zainal’s painting are more focused on nature. Nature is a source of therapy for him. He find 
peace and try to get closer to nature through his artwork. Therefore, he tried to record some 
interesting photos for his own memory that maybe not everyone can experience. He depict the 
scenery photos that were taken to his painting by adding some fundamental elements such as line, 
brush stroke, and also colour combination. For him, colour is very important in an artwork, therefore, 
he chooses colours that suits the mood of the painting and added colours to make more maturity in an 
artwork. The objective of his work is to conveying the beauty of nature that should be preserved for 
the future. 

https://taksu.com/loqman-zainal/


Behind the Island
Oil on Canvas
91.5 x 76 cm

2022



The Edge of Island
Oil on Canvas
91.5 x 76 cm

2022

Between the Island
Oil on Canvas
91.5 x 76 cm

2022



Lovely forest 1
Acrylic & oil on canvas

125 x 125cm
2022

Lovely forest 2
Acrylic & oil on canvas

125 x 125cm
2022



Najib Bamadhaj



Najib's uses of intricates effect such as the blurry technique, glitching, noise and VHS effect, with the 
purpose to highlight the country's dire need of restructuring with the hope of better future for the 
nation. The tiny but very clear dots of black is a depiction of the severity of current issues the country 
is facing. Vintage colors that pop up in the artwork represents the urgency to rebuild the country in all 
aspects. 

This vibrant artwork serves as a great reminder of how we should focus and double up the effort to 
make our country a respected nation.

Najib Bamadhaj
-b 1987, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/najib-ahmad-bamadhaj/

https://taksu.com/najib-ahmad-bamadhaj/


Reset Nation Series #1
Mixed Media on Canvas

76.5 x 76.5cm
2022
SOLD

Reset Nation Series #2
Mixed Media on Canvas

76.5 x 76.5cm
2022
SOLD



Reset Nation Series #3
Mixed Media on Canvas

76.5 x 76.5cm
2022

Reset Nation Series #4
Mixed Media on Canvas

76.5 x 76.5cm
2022



Nasrul Rokes



Nasrul Rokes
-b 1999, Malaysia

His painting was intrigued by the aesthetic quality of natural processes during rainfall. The droplets 
form an effect of textures and embrace layers of colours. This kind of fascination led him to rethink it. 
Rain has an association with life as a symbol of growth, joy, and also a metaphor for love.



Esme Bring Me Across The Desert
Sand and Acrylic on Canvas

114 x 92cm
2022 

Guardians of the night
Sand and Acrylic on Canvas

92 x 92 cm
2022



Nazhan Fikri



Nazhan Fikri
-b 1997, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/nazhan-fikri/

My artwork focused on the potential of the lines derived from the texture of mark-making and texture 
that form the character of nature. The lines and textures that were created suggest the foundation in 
the painting which highlighted the quality of positive and negative ground and the monotonous 
coloured hue. The reduction texture of creating lines comes from the concept of dematerialisation. It 
appeals more to the Asian culture which is synonymous with simplicity. I try to demonstrate between 
the abstraction and figuration themes based on nature which inspired by my experience, surrounding 
and everyday life.

“The works are textural, organic, and coloured in monochromatic and earthy hues that tease of 
nostalgic black-and-white or sepia photographs to bring the sense of longing to life – as if the artist is 
re-creating an album of his family’s past, celebrating his origins and his family’s deep ties to nature. It 
is a body of work that plays on memory and material, and the artist’s scratches and lines pay homage 
to his grandfather’s own gestures and the artistry of nature itself.”

https://taksu.com/nazhan-fikri/


Healing I
Mixed Media on Canvas

78 x 63 cm
2022



Healing II
Mixed Media on Canvas

78 x 63 cm
2022

Healing III
Mixed Media on Canvas

78 x 63 cm
2022



Syed Fakaruddin



Syed Fakaruddin
-b 1989, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/syed-fakaruddin/

“The exploration and experimentation of a form, material, technique and environment will have a 
different impact on the formation of the aesthetics of the work.”

My work is an exploration of the three basic layers of painting, namely background, middle ground 
and foreground. It became my platform to explore the diversity of techniques and materials on each 
layer based on experience and imagination.

https://taksu.com/syed-fakaruddin/


Herot 1
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021

Herot 2
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021



Herot 3
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021

Herot 4
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021



Herot 5
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021

Herot 6
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021
SOLD



Herot 7
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021

Herot 9
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

60 x 60cm
2021



Penjuru BUmi #4
Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

152.5  x 152.5 cm
2019



Syukur Rani



Syukur Rani’s artwork is celebrating childhood imagination in contemporary artwork. As a kid, he loves 
to draw cartoon character on his house wall, such as batman, superman etc. Today, he creates his own 
character with his own story. Basically, the idea spark when he read kids storybooks that has visual and 
story. In Syukur’s artwork he is talking about social commentary, political issue in art scene and global. I 
visualize in character based on human characteristic and behavior.

“The rider” is about his daily survival as an artist and also a reflection towards political issues. The man 
in the artwork symbolise the people that always take advantage on others. In Malay proverbs it is more 
referred to as “penunggang”.

“DREAMLAND...” is about promises and wishes. The man in the artwork reflects himself as an artist 
that always dream and wish for a stable, and good lifestyle. Other than that, the artwork also reflect to 
political issue that happen now where politicians always give manifestos and people keep waiting on 
their promises.

Syukur Rani
-b 1994, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/syukur-rani/ 

https://taksu.com/syukur-rani/


The rider
Oil and acrylic on canvas

122 x 122cm
2022

Dreamland..
Oil and acrylic on canvas

122 x 122cm
2022



W. Rajaie



W. Rajaie
-b 1997, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/w-rajaie/

Soil is a mysterious man, he is very observant and absorbent, only speaks when needed, and moves 

unpredictably. As I spoke to him, it felt like a long and unfinished conversation.

A primordial substance, soil is such a dynamic material that has a very hefty contextual structure of its 

own, some are significantly related to me as a person; as can be seen through discourses of Islamic 

theology, metaphysics, and politics. Despite all that, I am more navigated to engage with this material 

in the purest way possible, as my artistic material. Throughout the artistic processes, I believe soil have 

the properties to poetically expend and construct its own body of meaning in a very non-linear way, as 

a form of language to convey our ambiguous reality.  

Forming this mysterious material into a spherical shape of orb, it is like looking at the fundamental 

structure of existence and the cosmos being compressed with my bare hand. Finally, it turns to be a 

very loud passive-presence object. 

https://taksu.com/w-rajaie/


Orb I
Soil, Pigment and Binder on Wood

24.5 x 27  x 24 cm 
2022

Orb II
Soil, Pigment and Binder on Wood

24.5 x 27 x 24 cm 
2022



Zulkifli Lee



Zulkifli Lee
-b 1978, Malaysia

https://taksu.com/zulkifli-lee/

Colonial relationship of materiality harnessing natural resources and everyday life through abstract 
geometry.
Primary experience= virtual/physical
Consumer act is derived by seduction related to your religion, psychology economics power.
Quality of transformation that can distort and manifest into different identity
Identity crisis is no longer consume/ inherited through parental guidance, religion, culture but also 
through choices of media fashion and so on, the things you consume.

Like giving it an identity twist

Use the packaging waste from my consumer everyday life it into a mould to create other object, make 
it into fragments, rearranged, combined the pieces into new combination or composition.  Stripping 
away their former identity and function. Transforming into other object.

https://taksu.com/zulkifli-lee/


Transisi Formasi
Latex, Food Colouring

60 x 43 cm
2019

Exploited
Mixed Media

21.6 x 10.7 cm
2019



ATTENTION 

All rights reserved. No part of this proposal, artwork design, its contents, or any portion 

   thereof, may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 

including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without 

the prior written permission of TAKSU. All artists are represented by TAKSU. 

TAKSU reserves the right to protect and take any legal action upon the infringing party or 

person who purposely and wilfully infringes the copyright of this proposal for the purpose    

of obtaining a commercial advantage and/or to an extent that is significant. 

All quotations are valid for 7 working days. Do not share this proposal to any external or 

third parties without TAKSU’s prior written permission.   

Copyright © 2022 by TAKSU 



CIMB ARTOBER 
HOTEL ART FAIR

17 Jalan Pawang 
54000 Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia

 T +603 4251 4396 kl@taksu.com 

Gallery Hours 
Monday to Saturday 
10am - 6pm 
Closed on Sunday or by prior appointment only

TAKSU is a leading contemporary art gallery and 
specialist in Southeast Asia. Representing 
selections of fine art with distinctive urban 
edge, we are at the forefront of contemporary 
art in this region. TAKSU works to forge a 
platform for established and emerging artists to 
share their pool of creativity and knowledge 
through its residency programs and exhibitions. 
Encapsulating the true meaning of the word 
TAKSU; divine inspiration, energy, and spirit. 

Suherwan Abu
Director, TAKSU Galleries 

Artworks & Images © 2021 Participating Artists

2022


